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Motivation

- Supporting Natural Language Understanding applications requires preprocessing text at multiple, syntactic and semantic levels.
- The process of managing and aggregating annotations is labor-intensive and error prone, requiring significant engineering.
- It is essential to build software frameworks for easy access to a wide range of NLP annotators and for straightforward use.

Basic Data-Structures

- A Text-Annotation contains the raw source text with its tokenization and other annotation layers.
- A View is a data structure which contains an annotation structure of a text.
- An Annotator is a class which produces a View given a text, and potentially some other Views.

Core-Utilities

Fundamental data-structures and operators; hence many of the other modules depend on it:

- SQL-like operations on Text-Annotation
- Experiment utilities & statistical significance
- String pattern-matching algorithms
- Utilities for reading and writing annotations.

Pipeline

Simple interface to access Annotator components either individually or as a group.

Java code: https://github.com/CogComp/cogcomp-nlp

Python code: https://github.com/CogComp/cogcomp-nlp

Components

- Annotator Modules
- Pipeline
- POS
- Comma-SRL
- Chunker
- Views
- Constituents
- Sentence

Edison

A framework that extracts features to be used by machine learning algorithms. It enables users to define feature extraction functions that take as input the Views and Constituents created by Annotators.

Corpus-Utilities

NLP corpus readers that populate Text-Annotation objects. A few important datasets supported:

- CoNLL (shallow parsing/chunking)
- PennTreebank (constituency parsing)
- ACE 2004/2005 (NER)
- Ontonotes 5.0

Similarity Utilities

For calculating semantic similarity between words (e.g. Word2Vec, ESA, etc), phrases, and entities.

Quantitative Evaluation

A qualitative assessment of the major components show that they have state-of-the-art quality or very close to the best existing results.

Speed and memory comparison between major NLP pipelines:
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